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Imposing Specificity on Kinases
Mark Ptashne and Alexander Gann

he mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) signaling cascades transmit
signals from the cell surface to its interior. There are at least four MAPK cascades in yeast, and in response to a specific
extracellular signal (different in each case),
one of these cascades “fires.” Each cascade
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contains three kinases, and sometimes a
given kinase (for example, Ste11) is a component of more than one cascade (see the
figure). Moreover, despite the fact that each
cascade responds to a different signal, several of the cascades are triggered by a common kinase (Ste20). How do different combinations of kinases generate disparate responses? These kinases all have essentially
the same active site, which phosphorylates
serine or threonine residues in target proteins. How is specificity imposed on these
enzymes, that is, how does each kinase
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choose its correct target protein? How difficult is it to evolve separate pathways using common elements?
On page 1061 of this issue, Park et al.
(1) explore these matters by analyzing two
MAPK cascades in yeast. One is involved
in yeast mating, the other in the response
to high salt concentrations in the medium
(the osmolarity response). In each case,
the three members of the respective cascade are attached to a protein scaffold—
Ste5 in the mating cascade, Pbs2 in the
osmolarity cascade. Park et al. show that
even artificial, and rather loose, tethering
of the appropriate kinases to a scaffold
suffices for function. They also show that
cells bearing a hybrid scaffold (constructed by the authors) elaborate an osmolarity response to a mating signal. These find-
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heterotrimeric guanine nuof magnitude. [The expericleotide–binding protein (G
ment is particularly easy to approtein). In response to the sig- Activation of two MAPK cascades in yeast. (Left) The mating cascade is preciate by looking at figure 2
nal, the G protein dissociates in- activated when the cell’s α-factor receptor receives the α-factor in the Park et al. paper, and
to two parts. One of these, the pheromone from an expectant partner. The receptor is associated with a G we will not describe it further
membrane-bound Gβγ, now ex- protein, and interaction with pheromone frees the Gβγ protein (also called here. For a related experiment
poses a site that binds to the Ste4/18). Gβγ (and in particular the β subunit) exposes a surface that binds see (4)].
Ste5 scaffold bearing the three to the scaffold Ste5. (Right) The osmolarity cascade is activated when the
The results of Park et al.
inactive kinases that constitute membrane protein Sho1 senses a high salt concentration in the medium. speak particularly to the quesUnder high-salt conditions, Sho1 evidently exposes a surface (indicated by
the mating MAPK cascade. The
tion of how difficult it might
the change in shape of Sho1) that binds to the scaffold Pbs2. (Center)
scaffold is thereby recruited to Ste20 is an active kinase tethered to the membrane (7, 8). Gβγ recruits Ste5 be (conceptually, at least) to
the membrane where it encoun- to the membrane, where Ste20 triggers the mating cascade. Sho1 recruits evolve one or another MAPK
ters an active kinase already Pbs2 to the membrane, where Ste20 triggers the osmolarity cascade. The cascade. It has been suggested
tethered there. This apposition Pbs2 scaffold has two bound kinases and an intrinsic kinase domain, as in- that the Ste5 scaffold itself untriggers a chain reaction: Ste20 dicated. Fus3 and Hog1 are called MAPKs, Ste7 and Pbs2 (the intrinsic ki- dergoes important conforma(the active, membrane-bound nase) are MAPKKs, and Ste11 is a MAPKKK. By extension, Ste20 is some- tional changes upon encounkinase) phosphorylates and times called a MAPKKKK.
tering Gβγ and Ste20 at the
thereby activates Ste11 (the kimembrane, and that there must
nase at the “top” of the scaffold in the fig- Pbs2 is a scaffold that bears, on a distinct be a rather complex relationship between a
ure); Ste11, in turn, activates Ste7; and domain, the Pbs2 kinase.) The choice of scaffold and its associated kinases [see, for
Ste7 activates Fus3, the MAPK at the Ste11’s substrate is determined by apposi- example, (5)]. This may be the case: The
bottom of the scaffold. Fus3 then finds its tion on one or another scaffold: The scaf- bypass cascades of Park and colleagues
targets (transcriptional activators, cy- fold Ste5 apposes Ste11 with Ste7, and the work less well than do their wild-type
toskeleton organizers, etc.) that, in re- scaffold Pbs2 apposes Ste11 with the in- counterparts. But the experiments of Park
sponse to phosphorylation, produce the trinsic kinase of Pbs2.
et al. show that evolution might have startThe picture drawn thus far is based on ed with simple tethering of kinases to the
changes required to complete this early
a wide array of genetic, biochemical, and scaffold, with the addition of elaborations
stage of mating.
Ste20, as we have noted, also triggers cell biological experiments (2). One of thereafter. Mere tethering is sufficient to
signaling by MAPK cascades other than these, published in 1998 (3), showed that elicit biologically important signaling.
the mating cascade. In particular, Ste20 artificially directing the Ste5 scaffold to Moreover, it is clear from these experitriggers the osmolarity cascade as follows: the membrane sufficed for activation of ments that no very stereospecific arrangeUpon exposure to high salt concentrations, the mating cascade. This result was ob- ment of the kinases on the scaffold is rethe membrane protein Sho1 binds to, and tained even in cells lacking the pheromone quired for this effect.
recruits to the membrane, the Pbs2 scaf- receptor and associated G protein, but
Park et al. carry matters one step furfold. When so positioned, its associated ki- depended on the presence of the mem- ther by performing a “specificity swap”:
nases are activated by Ste20, just as we brane-bound kinase Ste20. We have here They build a hybrid scaffold (which they
saw for the mating cascade. Thus, the path- an example of a “bypass” experiment: The call a “diverter”) that responds to the matway that Ste20 stimulates is determined by interaction ordinarily required for activa- ing pheromone α-factor by giving an osapposition: One or another of these two tion of the cascade (between the scaffold moregulatory response. The experiment,
scaffolds is recruited to the enzyme, and and Gβγ) was bypassed and was replaced which we now describe, shows that even a
getting that recruitment right is essential with a simple membrane tether. In this crude (and easy) cut-and-paste manipulaconfiguration the mating cascade is “on” tion can change the biological specificity
for the specificity of signaling.
The kinases bound to the scaffolds il- constitutively.
of a MAPK cascade. The diverter scaffold
Park et al. describe another set of by- was constructed by fusing a mutant Ste5
lustrate this principle—imposition of enzyme specificity by apposition—in an pass experiments (1). They destroy, by scaffold that is defunct for the mating reeven more pointed way. As seen in the fig- mutation, individual kinase-scaffold inter- sponse (because it lacks the site that ordiure, Ste11 is associated with the two illus- actions in the mating cascade and replace narily binds Ste7) to a Pbs2 scaffold. The
trated cascades (mating and osmolarity). them with heterologous interactions. They Gβγ-binding site on Ste5 now brings the
But in one case the substrate for this ki- find that artificial recruitment of the ki- intact osmolarity scaffold to the memnase is Ste7, and in the other the substrate nases to the scaffold, effected in this way, brane, and the osmolarity cascade is actiis the intrinsic kinase of Pbs2. (Note that restores the response to α-factor. In their vated. Because the Pbs2 scaffold they used
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in this experiment lacks the Sho1 interaction site, the diverter gives no response to
high salt.
The experiments and conclusions we
have outlined are part of a larger picture.
Many enzymes that work on macromolecules have, in each case, multiple substrates
to choose from—enzymes that transcribe
genes, splice RNA, destroy RNA (as in
RNA interference), ubiquitinate, degrade,
and acetylate (or deacetylate) proteins, and
so on. (The typical RNA polymerase, for
example, is capable of transcribing many
different genes.) Regulation of all these enzymes, like the regulation of kinases de-

scribed here, entails recruiting the enzyme
to the proper substrate. Specificity can be
imposed on these enzymes by simple binding interactions not involving the active site
and, where explored, there are minimal
stereospecific constraints on how that recruitment can be effected. In many cases,
artificial binding interactions can replace
normal ones (in bypass experiments), and
hybrid molecules bearing swapped specificities are readily generated. Much of the
diversity we find in the biological world is
produced by such regulatory changes occurring over the course of evolution. Nature
seems to have hit upon a simple strategy,

used over and over again with many different enzymes, to generate those different
patterns of regulation (6).
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erators, catalyzing otherwise slow redox reactions to kinetic rates that make them of
geochemical interest. Thus, microbial influence on geochemical processes is not only
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acterization may not be geogroundwater, and subglacial melt.
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sequences) from natural sysmethods such as x-ray absorption spectems. The geochemically reletroscopy (8). Perhaps more importantly,
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molecular biological techniques have revosuch identifications is, howevlutionized environmental microbiology by
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that less than 10% of the midiversity without requiring organisms to be
crobes that exist in nature have
cultured in the laboratory (9).
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